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Summary  
The Nicola Lake Property is situated in south central British Columbia, approximately 16 km east of 
Merritt, B.C. Access to the property is by paved highway from Merritt and various ranching and logging 
roads that cross the claims. 
The Merritt area has had a lengthy period of mineral exploration and development that began in the 
late 1800’s. The original exploration and discoveries were of gold and platinum on the Tulameen and 
Similkameen Rivers to the south. Subsequently, numerous copper occurrences were discovered, some 
of which have been developed into major mines. Numerous copper showings occur in and around the 
Nicola Lake property and high-grade gold bearing quartz veins occur in the north-east corner of the 
claims. 
The first recorded history of work on the Nicola Lake Property occurred on the north-east portion of the 
claim block when the Sunny boy claims were staked in 1908. Most of the early exploration focused on 
quartz veins that hosted copper, gold and silver. Some spectacular high-grade gold values have been 
reported in the literature including 124 to 127 grams per ton gold and 309 to 514 grams per ton 
silver across 0.9 metres of vein material from underground workings. These narrow but high-grade veins 
have been trenched, pitted, blasted and drilled over the years, but have never been commercially 
mined. 
To the south-west of the Sunny boy zone in an area referred to as the AL showing, soil geochemistry, 
magnetometer and VLF geophysics, trenching, sampling and diamond drilling have been performed on 
mineralized veins. The best drill result was 3.77 grams per ton gold, 0.24% copper and 32.9 grams per 
ton silver over 13.4 metres. The remainder of the Nicola Lake Property has had numerous small 
exploration programs over the years consisting of prospecting, mapping, soil geochemistry and magnetic 
and VLF-EM geophysics over small grids associated with known mineralization.    
                         

Introduction 

The MVS Property encompasses a total area of 538.57 hectares. The Author spent one day prospecting in 
the vicinity of the Al Minfile September 4th, 2019. The property was staked due to an increased activity in 
the Merritt area for Gold. Historical reports stated that there is a 30-foot-wide Quartz Vein that is Banded 
near the AL Minfile. The Author observed the historical workings several open cuts and trenches partially 
sloughed within the work area. A Garmin GPM Map 62 st was used to identify localities. Orange flagging 
was used in the field. Garmin Basecamp and Surfer 17.1 are the programs used by the Author for this 
report as well as MTO online. Samples were driven to ALS Laboratory in Kamloops BC. The analytical 
method used is ME-MS-41. The objective and goal of the program was to confirm the presence of elevated 
gold values in the area of the Al Minfile.  
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Location  
  The MVS Property is situated in south central British Columbia, approximately 16 km east of 
Merritt, B.C. Access to the property is by either driving 12 kilometers southeast on highway 5A/97C from 
Merritt towards Kelowna and taking the Lundbom Lake road turn off or by driving 19 kilometers east on 
highway 5A towards Kamloops. Numerous ranch roads cross the claims. 
 

Location Map  
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Claim Status  
Claim Name  Tenure  Good to Date  Area Hectares  
MVS SOUTH  1067870 2021/apr/12 248.59 
MVS  1067000 2021/mar/04 41.43 
MVS SOUTH  1066722 2021/jan/31 248.55    

538.57 
 

The above tenures are owned 100 percent by Christopher Delorme FMC 141575. The Claims are currently 
under protection from COVID 19 and are protected too Dec 31st, 2021. Several Crown Grants Overlap the 
MVS Property.  

 

Claim Map  

 
 

Physiography & Climate  
The MVS Property is in the Interior Plateau of British Columbia. The property consists of 
mostly gentle rolling hills along the plateau with the north end of the claims dropping off steeply 
towards Nicola Lake. Elevations range from a low of 1140 metres to a high of 1,380 
metres. The vegetation consists mostly of open grasslands with small stands of Interior Douglas Fir, 
Ponderosa Pine and Aspen. The north facing slope above Nicola Lake is more heavily forested. 
The climate in Merritt, B.C. averages from a low of 10°C to a high of 27°C in the summer and from a low 
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of -7°C to a high of 0°C in the winter. The region is in the rain shadow of the Coast Range Mountains 
with the average annual total rainfall reported to be 320 mm of which about 21% is snow. 
 

History  
 
The BC mineral assessment report of Andrew Wilkins (AR35198) provides a comprehensive overview of 
the historic exploration over the Nicola Lake property. Figure 4 shows the property scale geology as 
mapped by Andrew Wilkins in the 2014 field program. In summary from AR35198, the most signif 
icant historic exploration on the property was performed near the location of the 2015 geophysical 
survey in vicinity of high-grade gold values on the NE corner of the property with the largest areas of 
alteration. 
From AR35198, the first recorded history of work on the Nicola Lake Property occurred on the north-
east portion of the claim block when the Sunny boy claims were staked in 1908. Most of the early 
exploration focused on quartz veins containing copper, gold and silver. These narrow but high-grade 
veins have been trenched, pitted, blasted and drilled over the years, but have never been commercially 
mined (AR02750, AR05091, AR05092, AR07662, AR11927, AR15966, AR27956, AR29488, AR30978). 
Some spectacular high-grade gold values have been reported in the literature including 124 to 127 
grams per 
ton gold and 309 to 514 grams per ton silver across 0.9 metres of vein material from underground 
workings of Quilchena Mining. To the south-west of the Sunny boy showings in an area referred to as 
the AL occurrence, trenching, sampling and diamond drilling was conducted in the 60's. In the 80's, 
soil geochemistry grids, magnetometer and VLF geophysics and geological mapping was performed over 
the numerous copper showings found in this area. Further drilling was conducted on the AL showing in 
1987. The best drill result was 3.77 grams per ton gold, 0.24 percent copper and 32.9 grams per ton 
silver over 13.4 metres from the drilling in 1962. (AR8494, AR15572, AR15852, AR18887). 
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Minfile AL  
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Regional Geology  
Quesnellia is a major cordilleran terrane characterized by Late Triassic to Early Jurassic volcanic-plutonic 
arc complexes. The terrane is well endowed with copper (Au-Mo) porphyry deposits, including gold rich 
alkalic types. The terrane is composed of mainly submarine volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks of the 
Nicola group to the south and the Takla group in the north. The main belt of the Nicola Group is 
characterized by pyroxene-phyric shoshonitic basalt and alkaline to calc-alkaline intrusions. 
Near the MVS Property, the Nicola Group is subdivided into three, sub-parallel structural belts known as 
the Western, Central and Eastern belts, based upon depositional, physical and chemical characteristics 
of the rock assemblages. These three structural subdivisions are separated by two northerly-trending, 
high-angle fault systems. The Central and Eastern belts are separated by the Summers Creek Fault. The 
Central and Western belts are separated by the Allison Fault system. Along the eastern contact of the 
Guichon Creek Batholith, Nicola Group rocks are described as an east facing succession of calc-alkaline 
volcanic’s interbedded with limestone and volcaniclastic sediments. The volcanic’s are predominantly 
plagioclase-phyric andesite flows and breccia, with lenticular inter-beds of limestone and volcaniclastic 
rocks. Locally, dacite and rhyolite flows, welded tuff and breccia and intercalated intermediate to felsic 
heterolithic volcaniclastic rocks are interpreted as representative of centers of felsic volcanism (Moore & 
Pettipas, 1990). Volcanic and related rocks of the Nicola Group have undergone regional metamorphism 
to greenschist facies, and local hornfels are evident from contact metamorphism by intrusive rocks that 
are contemporaneous with phases of the nearby Guichon Creek Batholith. Subsequent intrusive phases 
have given rise to the hydrothermal systems responsible for the alteration and mineralization seen in 
the rocks. 
Much of the area is covered by Quaternary sediments consisting glacial fluvial deposits, drift and till. 
 

Property Geology 
 
   The majority of the MVS Property is underlain by augite and feldspar phyric andesitic to basaltic 
volcanic flows, amygdaloidal basalt and flow brecciated andesite to basalt belonging to the central facies 
of the Nicola Group. The western portion of the claims is underlain by bedded crystal and lithic volcanic 
tuff, volcanic sandstone, greywacke and siltstone belonging to the western facies of the Nicola Group. 
Minor limestone is also found within the volcanic package.  
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Regional Geology Map  
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Property Geology Map  

 

 

Photos Work Program  
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Traverse Map  
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Work Area Map  

 

 

Description of Samples  
SAMPLE Description  Type 
Identification GPS Easting GPS Northing 
R1 Red Andesite Altered Qtz Veinlets/Vugs/Minor Chalco Grab/Outcrop 675200 5555276
R2 Red Andesite Altered Qtz Veinlets/Vugs/Minor Chalco Quartz Cemented Breccia Grab/Open Cut 675081 5555381
R2A Red Andesite Altered Qtz Veinlets/Vugs/Minor Chalco Grab/Open Cut 675081 5555381
R4A Taken on Hanging wall of Qtz Vein Semi-Banded Andesite Grab/Trench 675030 5555400
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Sample Results Excel  

 

Sample Results Map 

 

ME-MS41 ME-MS41 ME-MS41 ME-MS41 ME-MS41 ME-MS41 ME-MS41 ME-MS41
SAMPLE Ag Au Bi Cu Fe S Sb Te
DESCRIPTION ppm ppm ppm ppm % % ppm ppm
R1 0.2 0.07 0.01 104.5 1.49 0.02 9.04 <0.01
R2 0.21 0.03 0.01 52.8 1.28 0.02 1.61 <0.01
R2A 1.8 0.06 0.04 1570 2.54 0.11 6.36 <0.01
R4A 16 1.27 2.64 686 1.94 0.27 0.13 8.7
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Historical Maps Property File  
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Historical IP and Drilling Location Map/Historical IP Maps    
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Property File/Bornite area Trenching Drilling 
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Invoice/Assays Sheets  
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Discussion of Results/Recommendations   
The 2019 work program was successful in finding elevated gold values from historical workings in the 
vicinity of the AL Minfile (bornite area). No Bornite was observed in the area this may be due to sloughed 
in trenches in some areas. The highest gold Value obtained was from sample R4A which returned a value 
of 1.27 grams per ton Gold and 16 grams per ton Silver. This sample is hosted by sheared andesite and 
Banded Quartz calcite veining. Elevated pathfinder elements Tellurium and Bismuth were encountered in 
sample R4A.  
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Sample R2A was sampled in the closest relation to the historical bornite showing as thought to be by the 
writer. Elevated Copper 1560 ppm and 1.8 grams per ton Silver indicates that historical sampling in the 
area was apparent in the red andesite altered rock.  

Samples R1 and R2 came back with elevated Antimony values the other elements analyzed were low in 
value.  

Confirming the historical workings and presence of Gold in the area warrants additional prospecting in 
the Al Minfile Area (Bornite Area). Packsack drilling is recommended in the R4A sample area and R2A 
sampled area for the future.  

Follow up Soil Geochemistry and prospecting on the Induced polarization lines Anomalous areas where 
higher Chargeability is at surface is recommended. Pathfinder elements like Bismuth and tellurium will be 
useful in determining potential gold bearing veins from a a future soil sampling program.  

Authors Qualification  
 The author has spent over 20 years in the exploration industry. Work related experience has been over 
the past 20 years or more, staking mineral claims in the USA and Canada, conducting or working on the 
crew of geophysics with methods of VLF, Magnetometer, Induced Polarization and Self-Potential Survey’s. 
Conducted numerous soil sampling surveys and line cutting. I have also worked on over 15 different types 
of diamond drills, have experience in roadbuilding and heavy equipment operation, completed 
reclamation requirements on mineral properties, researching mineral properties, evaluating data, 
prospecting and report writing and preparation as well as permitting and first nation consultation. The 
Author has also worked on an operating mine from weighing in the trucks of ore to final stages of shipping 
the ore. 
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GarminBaseCamp 

Cost Statement  

 
 
 

MVS Property Cost Statement Dates Worked Work Prospecting Truck Total 
C.Delorme Sept 4th Recon Property/Stream Sediment/Rock Samples/ 400 100 500
C.Delorme April 9th Drive to Kamlops Drop Off Samples 200 100 300
C.Delorme May Report 1500
ALS Laboratory 4 samples Rock 202.35
Supplies GPS/Flagging/Sample Bags/Chainsaw 125
Food/Lodging 80
Misc 42.65

2750




